
In the title of his 1993 article, Néstor García Canclini famously raises the 
question: “Will There Be a Latin American Cinema in the Year 2000?”1 

Canclini’s provocation speaks not only to the withered state-backed film in-
dustry in Mexico exemplified by the closing of theaters en masse the previous 
year,2 or the disappearance of Mexican films and audiences from those that 
remained, but the end of a national cinema forged over nearly a century and 
by more than two decades of continental collective efforts. In the early 1990s, 
Mexico, a nation defined by its long history of visual culture,3 formerly at the 
center of Latin America’s film production,4 was facing the threat of a cinematic 
extinction or even, as Canclini puts it, a cultural one. The threat of the end of a 
Mexican cinema—synecdoche for the cultural unraveling happening through-
out Latin America—prompts one of Latin America’s most prominent cultural 
critics to contemplate “the question as to who will narrate our identity. . .”5  

Indeed, for Canclini and critics like Charles Ramírez Berg and Zuzana 
Pick, the crisis of Latin American cinema and identity are one in the same. 
Only through cinema, argues Ramírez Berg, could Mexico maintain a “realm 
where all the country’s pasts have been preserved.”6 And in fact, during the late 
sixties—the beginning of a New Latin American Cinema or Mexico’s New 
Cinema7—this unifying purpose to project identity not only intensified for 
Mexico,8 but for Latin America more broadly. If Mexico’s cinematic trajec-
tory was guided by the search for “mexicanidad”9 or Mexicanness, the New 
Latin American Cinema that emerged at the end of the 1960s, argues Pick, 
was “nourished” by the striving for a Latin American one, “a continental unity 
grounded in projecting Latin America’s distinctiveness.”10

The birth of (what in retrospect would be called) the New Latin American 
Cinema (NLAC) in 1967 had provided a unified direction for films of the 
seventies through the early eighties. Seen as a kind of politics in unison, the 
NLAC offered the promise of strengthened nationalisms through continental 
agency, what Pick describes as the reciprocity of national and Pan-American 
commitments to “regional forms of cultural autonomy.”11 Positioning “cinema 
as an ideological agent”12—art turned politics—these films, Pick argues, “could 
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converge in a rhetoric of cultural nationalism and continental revolution.”13 
And while much of Mexican cinema in the 1960s was politically and aesthet-
ically lackluster, the events of 196814 prompted a cinematic shift toward the 
NLAC’s agenda and a more socially conscious film known as New Cinema. If 
the NLAC sought to expose the real conditions of Latin America’s “shared his-
tories of underdevelopment and modernization,”15 as Pick observes, revealing 
the suppression of student protests with gunfire ten days before the Olympics 
to maintain the appearances of “Mexico’s ‘economic miracle’”16 would serve as 
the exemplar that could thrust the country toward the NLAC’s agenda of an 
explicitly political film. 

The UNAM student-produced documentary El grito or The Cry (1968)— 
“a live testimony”17— marked a new direction for film in Mexico,18 the adop-
tion of a militant Hollywood-auteur resistant “Third Cinema” that displaced 
“authorship” with amplified viewer reception.19 Deploying “documentary or 
documentary style as both a witness to reality and a tool . . . to transform 
reality” not only chipped away at concepts of authorship but at the division 
between art and the world. By turning the director into a kind of audience via 
the camera, filmmakers sought to erode the distinction between “what was 
being represented and its referent.”20 In line with the anti-literary shifts tak-
ing place,21 the NLAC “contested the traditional premises of authorship” by 
transferring the site of meaning from the director and the text into the hands 
of viewers.22 In fact, at a larger scale the “poetics of imperfect cinema” mir-
rored the artworld’s anti-art movements.23 Cinema, much like art at the end 
of the late sixties, became increasingly opposed to aesthetically autonomous 
“closed forms.”24 The alliance of art and politics manifest in writings like “For 
an Imperfect Cinema” (1969) posited the demand for “spectators to transform 
themselves into agents,” and “genuine co-authors.”25 Testimonio style, anti-au-
teur film which relied on activating audience agency at the expense of its own 
meaning coincided not only with the disappearance of aesthetically ambitious 
art but primed consumers for a market driven media which in Mexico would 
dramatically eclipse cinema.26 

By the 1990s the corpus of Latin American and Mexican films that as-
pired to leftist political struggle had faded into a cultural landscape, reducing 
radical revolutionary projects to memory.27 While committed to nostalgia and 
reconstructing the past, the politics of the films of the 1990s, Ignacio Sán-
chez Prado asserts, stemmed from a neoliberal thrust rather than a “social or 
ideological ‘commitment.’”28 Efforts to make art political, to reduce art to a 
document conscripted by the real, not only marked the failure of politics and 
a kind of end for Latin American cinema, but an end for art.29 Despite the 
revolutionary gains of the left at the end of the 1950s celebrated across Latin 
America or the efforts of the film movements that followed, by the early 90s, 
Mexico’s shrinking privatized film industry, symptomatic of the post-NAFTA 
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era, signaled the neoliberal reduction of culture to the demands of the market. 
And what the market demanded was easily consumable media, in short TV. 
By the 90s the culture of MTV, telenovelas, talk shows, and global content 
consumed in private domestic spaces comprised the primary mode for media. 
Erasing the line between art and the world left Mexican cinema facing what 
Canclini describes as an impending “social and narrative” void.30 Of course, it 
wasn’t the technological miracle—of a uniquely Latin American “electronic 
iconology”31—that would arrive in the year 2000 to save Latin American and 
Mexican identity, as Canclini had hoped, but New Mexican Cinema’s plea 
for the return of art.32 Drowning in media in the wake of a failed cultural au-
tonomy, New Mexican Cinema would step in quite literally to fill that void, 
or rather to frame it. Where New Latin American Cinema appealed to the 
world, turning art into an ongoing, unfolding cultural situation, New Mex-
ican Cinema, I assert, appealed to the model of the photograph to reinstate 
film’s aesthetic autonomy. Alejandro González Iñárritu, as we’ll see, mobilizes 
the conflictual duality of the indexical to stage film’s transformation from me-
dia into medium and document into art. New Mexican Cinema’s orphic turn 
toward photography (cinema’s younger self and its internal double)—which 
carries within in it, in art historical terms, something seemingly antithetical to 
the medium, painting—gives it the potential to elevate film from a record to a 
work of art. For New Mexican Cinema, the photograph, I argue, serves as film’s 
own doppelgänger.33 Indeed, it’s in producing a cinema that calls on film to 
act like a photograph—something with a frame (an object disarticulated from 
the world)—that these filmmakers find a way to portray the tension between 
life (the relations of the world) and art (the world within the work), a world 
composed. New Mexican Cinema begins not by resurrecting the nationally 
galvanizing landscapes of Mexico’s Golden Age, nor with the NLAC’s radical-
ly cultural vision. It begins by creating a work in which “(as one might say) ‘[it] 
loses itself ’”34 in the medium through the hands of an ad man turned director. 

Alejandro González Iñárritu’s Amores perros / Love’s a Bitch (2000), be-
gins in the cinematic “void” with a literal landscape—a black screen divided by 
a horizontal skipping white line.35 These first few seconds of Amores perros are 
reminiscent of the scratches at the beginning of an old film reel or even the ex-
periments of cameraless films.36 But, of course, since these lines aren’t static we 
know there’s a camera running, and since they’re horizontal—moving against 
the direction of the way a roll of film typically runs in a movie camera—we 
know right away they aren’t accidental. So, a few seconds into the first feature 
of his career Iñárritu emphasizes two things: first, that this is film, and second, 
that it’s a film made by someone. In the absence of the view, replaced by the 
film’s illusion of its materiality (that it’s unmediated by images), the voiced 
dialogue reverberates like a proclamation of the film’s own self-reflexivity as if 
from behind a screen: “Qué hiciste cabrón?” “What did you do asshole?”—or 
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alternatively—“What did you cause? What mess did you make?”
Of course, only seconds later it becomes clear this isn’t a flaw running 

through Iñárritu’s 35mm film, but an extreme aerial close-up of black asphalt 
concrete and the painted white line bisecting a highway. And although the 
perspective quickly jumps to a horizontal view of Mexico City, the repeated 
corrugated metal lining the side of the highway, once again, blends into a single 
drawn-out amplified image of black and white lines, a structure that emerges 
in medias res, as if from the film itself. Despite the rapid cuts, the black and 
white lines appear once again when the perspective shifts to a receding view 
of the road and finally to the car’s black-and-white, blood-stained upholstery.

Iñárritú’s first foray into film—considered by many to be a kind of begin-
ning for New Mexican Cinema37—opens with the experience of a highway, 
precisely the thing that had come to be emblematic of art’s end. So right from 
the start the film raises questions about art and highways: What do we talk 
about when we talk about art and highways? And what do highways have to 
do with making films or making art? Beginning in medias res with a blown-
up image of the highway, Iñárritu seems to confront sculptor Tony Smith’s 
end-of-art epiphany about the endlessness of the unfinished New Jersey Turn-
pike—that “[t]here’s no way you can frame it, you just have to experience it”38 
—head on. Of course, this is largely how we’ve come to understand film, as 
a medium that immerses us in an experience.39 And even if the Tony Smith 
moment never occurred to Iñárritu, the landscape and the questions it raises 
are already endemic to film. For film the landscape (here an urban one, the 
highway) becomes a way, “to explore,” what Mark Goble calls, the “iconogra-
phies and experiences of duration,”40 concepts central to the art crisis at the end 
of the 1960s.41 Certainly, filling the screen with a blown-up fragment of the 
highway that looks like film running mechanically through a camera—unfin-
ished celluloid marked by the traces of its own movement—asks us to ponder 
the possibility of something that looks like Tony Smith’s unfinished turnpike: 
an infinitely unfolding situation.42 Iñárritu returns to the end of art moment, I 
argue, not to instantiate an explicitly political art, nor to construct a uniquely 
Mexican iconography, but to call up the dual possibility of the medium itself. 
Indeed, what the first few minutes of Amores perros bring to light is that the 
conditions characterizing the end of art and the end of Mexican Cinema are 
deeply intertwined.  

What we can begin to see, then, is that projecting a blown-up fragment of 
the highway doesn’t produce the experience of Smith’s endlessness but precise-
ly the opposite—finitude. Interrupting the illusion of deep space, the camera’s 
closeness to the highway emphasizes the screen’s flatness. Certainly, this shot 
calls attention to the screen’s borders not its depth. So, here, much like the 
canvas of the abstract expressionists at the end of the late sixties—at the end 
of art—the screen turns from something we look into to something we look 
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at. Iñárritu’s highway emphasizes the borders and flatness of a black screen to 
invoke the photograph, I argue, much the way abstract expressionist Morris 
Louis would emphasize the blank canvas to invoke the page.43 Where Louis’s 
transformation depended on the paint’s indexicality and painting’s literalism, 
the blankness of the canvas and the dripping of paint, Iñárritu’s depends on 
reducing the highway to film’s literalism, a recording of paint skipping on as-
phalt.44 And indeed, just as Louis would turn to the flatness of the page to 
restore painting’s pictorialism so too does Iñárritu turn to flatness to restore 
film’s frame. 

While in the Judeo-Christian tradition there is a search for symmetry and 
resoIn projecting nothing but a picture of a moving highway Iñárritu displaces 
the effect of Smith’s endlessness for the structural limits of a frame, and in do-
ing so he insists on the fact that “[t]he world of a moving picture is screened.”45 
In fact, Iñárritu can summon the frame from Smith’s highway precisely be-
cause, as Stanley Cavell suggests: 

The screen is not a support, not like a canvas; there is noth-
ing to support, that way. It holds a projection, as light as 
light. . . . . Because it is the field of a photograph, the screen 
has no frame; that is to say, no border. Its limits are not so 
much the edges of a given shape as they are the limita-
tions, or capacity, of a container. The screen is a frame; the 
frame is the whole field of the screen—as a frame of film 
is the whole field of a photograph, like the frame of a loom 
or a house . . . [T]he screen-frame is a mold, or form.46

Film’s frame, as Cavell points out, comes from its photographic quality, the 
way a director engages a camera. So, here with the simple trick of merging car 
and camera, doubling down on experience to reduce film to its literal condi-
tion, the look of blankness and experience as such, Iñárritu displaces Smith’s 
highways for film’s own. If, as Cavell argues, “the screen is a frame” then, as 
Iñárritu shows, it can take any shape. What Iñárritu’s opening reveals is that 
the medium of film is particularly equipped to overcome its literalism, “defeat-
ing or suspending its own objecthood through the medium of shape.”47 “[T]
he successive film frames [that] are fit flush into the fixed screen frame” create 
something that is “indefinitely extendible and contractible,”48 which means, as 
Iñárritu reminds us, that film has the potential to compete with the highways 
of the world. Much the way Louis mobilized the impersonality of the dripping 
paint—its indexicality—Iñárritu mobilizes the indexical movements of the car.

It’s in doubling the indexical, the automaticity of the car against the auto-
maticity of the film, that Iñárritu insists on film’s separateness. And in fact, the 
separateness that Iñárritu models in the first few minutes will come to struc-
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ture the entirety of the film. If, after the end of art, the problem of the artist 
is literalism’s endlessness, the frame becomes the director’s solution to contain 
that endlessness. Borrowing the camera’s finitude, Iñárritu’s extreme close-up 
not only “crops a portion from an indefinitely larger field”49 but the entirety of 
the view. Thus, by blowing up the highway, as if it were a still image, Iñárritu 
conjures the momentary illusion of something that approaches a picture not a 
screen.50

Rendering the moving image pictorial, Iñárritu moves away from “dura-
tion” and the feeling of endlessness—that for Smith and critics like Michael 
Fried meant the end of art—toward something that approaches the appear-
ance of a static object. Indeed, by the end of art moment, it’s in these terms 
that Greenberg argues on behalf of modernist art: “[P]ictorial art in its highest 
definition is static; it tries to overcome movement in time and space . . . its 
unity should be immediately evident . . . and this is something to be grasped 
only in an instant of time.”51 Engaging the frame to dramatize each movement 
on the road as an “instant of time”—by reducing paint to a mark and elevating 
that mark to its shape—Iñárritu turns experience into something like picto-
rial minimalism. We can conflate the highway with an unmanned film reel, 
precisely because each appearance of the skipping line, like the “firstness of 
marking as such”52 on a blank canvas (here the screen’s blackness) reproduces an 
illusion of flatness that undermines the stereoscopic experience. In fact, as we’ll 
see, expanding the screen doesn’t end up “extending the senses” but instead 
“confining them, leaving room for thought.”53 

In insisting on the screen’s flatness at the film’s opening, Iñárritu reminds 
us, as Cavell puts it, that “[a] screen is a barrier. What does the silver screen? It 
screens me from the world it holds—that is, makes me invisible. And it screens 
that world from me—that is, screens its existence from me.”54 So, although we 
can hear the sound of speeding cars, the blown-up image, like a photograph 
“holding the rest of the world away,” interrupts our experience.55 The framed 
segment of the highway guarantees that “the rest of the world,” including the 
viewer, “is cut out.”56 Thus, beginning in medias res by projecting nothing but 
action becomes a way to withhold action and by extension the viewers’ ex-
perience of it. In fact, turning the screen into a highway that looks and even 
acts like celluloid, creates the illusion that the sound of the cars, the labored 
breathing, and the plea of a desperate voice, like the viewer, are screened from 
the film too. 

So, while establishing shots typically orient the audience, offering the 
viewer a sense of time and place, here in conjuring a disembodied voice, the 
flatness of the screen, and the absence of a view, Amores perros not only disori-
ents the audience but insists on the screen’s separation from the time and space 
of the world. Rather than orient us toward a view we can experience, Iñárritu 
directs us toward a fundamental question about what film is. Is it something 
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caused? Or is it something made? Certainly, the film’s insistence on the possi-
bility of indexicality’s conflictual duality, that it can be both caused and made, 
is a problem hypostasized by the event at the center of the film: a car crash. In 
redeploying the footage of the car crash in the film four times, an event that 
occurred in the world only once, Iñárritu insists on the difference between a 
crash caused by forces, an accident, and a crash composed by a director, a work 
of art. In fact, much like the crash at its center, what unites Iñárritu’s narra-
tive triptych is the collective powerlessness in the face of forces. Despite their 
varied subjectivities—Octavio, a lower-class unemployed twenty something 
turned accidental dogfighter who schemes to run off with, Susana, the teenage 
mother and wife to Ramiro, Octavio’s sadistic brother; or Daniel, a successful 
ad man who leaves his wife and children for a young Spanish model, Valeria—
all manner of plans conceived by the characters are violently thwarted. Only a 
failed revolutionary turned hitman who, like an itinerant director, wanders the 
film’s landscape recomposing it, models a solution. 

Indeed, in recomposing the film—here the highly wrought accident—
Iñárritu marks his own aesthetic ambitions. In Amores perros, even accidents 
aren’t accidents. The director explicitly asserts this aim by reproducing the film’s 
opening nearly an hour into the film when the framed blown-up highway 
reappears at the end of the first triptych. The reuse of the footage leading up 
to the crash which displaces the world’s temporality in favor of the film’s own 
structure, once again distances the highspeed chase from the viewer pulling it 
apart from the inside. The desperate plea of voices (now known to us as Jorge 
and Octavio) overlaying the scene’s visual content have the far away quality 
of a recording more distant and mediated than the first. In detaching the re-
corded voices from the recorded images and replacing them with non-diegetic 
music Iñárritu depicts an even more frantic Octavio who mimes dialogue as 
muted shouts. In one sense the silent screams amplify the desperate state of the 
characters just as the compressed scene (cut and trimmed down by Iñárritu) 
increases the feeling of speed. But they do so as a conceptual montage that 
insists on making Iñárritu’s cuts internal. In other words, beginning once again 
in the film’s actual middle (making the in medias res of the first literal) Iñárritu 
marks the fact that the speed, the sound, and the actions of the actors are all 
shaped by him. Composing and recomposing the opening scene with a series 
of interruptions, Iñárritu, approaching Cavell’s terms, reminds us that where 
the screen is concerned, “sight is an object,”57 and, as Iñárritu demonstrates, for 
sound that’s no less true. Certainly, this is what allows Iñárritu to turn shouts 
into silence and our experience of the highway into what looks like a film run-
ning on the screen. Like its reappearance, the inaugural image of the highway 
doesn’t immerse us in an experience but instead calls attention to what’s hid-
den, the materiality of the film itself.

The rebooted scene takes place after a dogfight gone bad when in the mid-
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dle of losing, the kingpin, Jarocho, shoots the film’s titular dog and acciden-
tal champion, Cofi, prompting Octavio to stab Jarocho with a tiny knife. The 
camera which approaches with a bent over bodily point of view lingers on the 
static bloody knife. Iñárritu’s hovering over the knife marks the cut and splice 
coming up just as Octavio and Jorge’s walk up and down the corridor four 
times preceding the stab marks the film’s commitment to reuse. These four 
trips like the four appearances of the car crash structurally elevate Vittorio De 
Sica’s four match strikes. The “repetitions, prolepsis and analepsis in the order-
ing of the sequences” as Juan Pellicer contends, “achieve the effect or illusion of 
a continuous and endless present.”58 Making the discrepancy between “‘what 
is real,’”59 and what is not visible, then, Iñárritu turns “projecting” into to a 
kind of “depicting,” thus directing the viewer to the film’s own staging. If film 
is a medium intrinsically tied to our “‘physical reality as such,’”60 or, as Cavell 
states in his reading André Bazin and Erwin Panofsky, “the medium of film is 
photographic, and . . . a photograph is of reality or nature,”61 then film’s artistic 
possibility lies in what Cavell calls “some mode of depicting [reality].”62

By the 1970s and 80s, however, more than a decade before the arrival of 
Amores perros and New Mexican Cinema, it wasn’t film’s staging but photog-
raphy’s that occupied the place of central importance to art. Indeed, Michael 
Fried begins his book on contemporary photography63 by observing a particu-
lar change that had taken place in photography: like paintings before them the 
“art photographs” of the late seventies and eighties “began to be made not only 
at large scale but also—as the French critic Jean-François Chevrier was the 
first to point out—for the wall.”64 In the “for-the-wallness” of Jeff Wall’s light-
boxes and Jean-Marc Bustamante’s Tableaux, Fried discovers the newfound 
importance of the photograph’s relationship with the viewer. In their “staged-
ness” each found new ways to do what modernist painting had previously done: 
to privilege the relations within the work over our response to it. 

Yet the “large scale”65 photography not only inched toward the wall, but 
toward the size and look of the film screen. In fact, during “the second half of 
the 1970s” as Fried points out, “‘art’ photography . . . engaged head-on with the 
question of cinema.”66 As Fried notes, Cindy Sherman’s Film Stills famously 
take this up.67 Sherman’s photographs, Fried suggests, model the absorption of 
cinema: “characters who appear absorbed in thought or feeling . . . or who look 
‘offscreen’. . . or who gaze close-up at their own image in a mirror . . . or who 
are viewed . . . from a considerable distance . . .”68 What Sherman’s Untitled 
Film Stills demonstrate in their “stagedness” and commitment to the fiction of 
cinema’s diegetic absorption is how the looking that happens within film ad-
dresses the problem of viewing and being viewed. And just as Sherman’s pho-
tos look like film stills, Wall’s near documentary lightbox photographs invoke 
what Wall himself calls a “‘cinematographic’” quality.69 Wall’s Movie Audience, 
for example, captures the look of a film audience absorbed in viewing, the way, 
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as Fried suggests, “a movie audience . . . ‘loses itself ’ or, perhaps more accurately, 
‘forgets itself ’ in the experiencing of a movie.”70 But unlike the actual experi-
ence of viewing a film, these photos reproduce a “photographic distance from 
the filmic experience.”71 In other words, in their “stagedness,” they internally 
depict experience rather than depend on the audience outside. In deploying 
the force of the photograph’s frame by calling on something frameless—cine-
ma—these photographers assert the photograph’s crucial ontological quality: 
that it’s cut off. 

Indeed, throughout Amores perros, Iñárritu stages the duality of film’s 
potential—its ability to be both a record and a picture—to overcome Mex-
ico’s media void. We see one such staging in the film’s second triptych when 
the massive Enchant billboard of Valeria distracts Daniel from the family 
scene taking place in the car as he gazes out the driver’s side window. Once 
again evoking the shot of the highway at the film’s beginning, the blown-up 
still of Valeria dominates Daniel’s view (and ours). The photographed ad not 
only blocks out the other objects, but, like the consumer market, saturates the 
mise-en-scène. This picture isn’t, as Tony Smith imagines, “the art of postage 
stamps”72 but a larger-than-life image placed in tension with the screen. Of 
course, just like highways, billboard ads don’t in of themselves have a meaning. 
Their sole purpose is to sell things, to appeal to the potential consumer.73

In the film, however, the ad works differently since it becomes integral 
to Iñárritu’s aesthetic ambition and to the scene’s meaning. While ads in the 
world demand our response, this ad demands our interpretation. Introduc-
ing us to the character, Valeria, and her lover, Daniel, the car stuck in traffic 
becomes the justification for a camera that lingers. Valeria’s image framed by 
the car door window, a surrogate camera lens, literally interrupts the action of 
the family scene. So here, once again, turning the car into a camera, Iñárritu 
presents an ad as if it were a still image or photograph. With the speed of the 
car—or lack thereof—and the window’s shaping of the frame, Iñárritu over-
comes the ad’s meaninglessness making it central to the scene. And as we come 
to find out, the middle-aged Daniel isn’t just gazing at the advertisement bait 
of a beautiful woman, but pining for his lover, Valeria, the woman in the ad. So, 
while, in the world, media functions to fragment and do away with meaning, 
here, the staged media serves to unite the film’s narrative parts.

Despite (or perhaps because of ) Valeria’s striking physical presence, Iñár-
ritu constructs the character through a series of fragmented mediated sounds 
and images.74 Antithetical to art, Valeria serves as the affective scream within 
the film, synecdoche for media’s meaninglessness. Introduced to the viewer 
through media, she functions as an amalgamation of fractured composites.75 Of 
course, as we come to find out, she is literally fractured and left amputated by 
the accident. Although Valeria first appears to the viewer in the initial accident 
scene, the director consigns the encounter to a mere two seconds—a screaming 
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obscured behind a blur of hands pressed against a bloody window. Iñárritu calls 
attention to the internal frame of the window partially blocked by a bystander 
who shouts, “The window. The window that’s it.”76

The emphasis on the window points to the way in which the near-anon-
ymous female figure—whom the audience later comes to know as Valeria—is 
cut off from the viewer, literally trapped behind glass. In fact, this is precisely 
how we’re introduced to her before the crash, as an image on a TV screen. Like 
the initial image of the highway, Iñárritu, once again, blows up the television 
screen to fill the frame, structurally tying the moment of the film’s black screen 
that marks its beginning. The TV monitor doesn’t just mediate Valeria’s image: 
it merges in the totality of film’s the mise-en-scène. And much like the disem-
bodied voice at the film’s beginning, Iñárritu conjures Valeria as a disembodied 
scream. Holding her hand next to her face with her head and mouth stretched 
obliquely, Valeria embodies the scream. Her cry for help manifests generical-
ly amidst meaningless sounds—“Ah, help me please! Help me!”77—blending 
with the tapping of her silver ring against the glass and the sound of a stuck 
horn blaring in the background.78 So, the character most associated with the 
world—media, celebrity, and superficiality—is here reduced to a scream and, 
compositionally speaking, to one part of the crash. Indeed, Iñárritu stages the 
juxtaposition between the causal (something we’re meant to respond to or ex-
perience) and the composed (something we’re asked to interpret and under-
stand) by contrasting the meaninglessness of Valeria with the meaningfulness 
of el Chivo.79 

Where Valeria, the character called up by the void of the media highway, is 
literally reduced to fragments, el Chivo, the character most notably associated 
with photographs and meaning, spends his days actively composing and dis-
composing those fragments as a kind of internal auteur. In producing himself 
as a kind of director-viewer80 in el Chivo, Iñárritu, I contend, doubles down 
on art photography’s “stagedness” by finding a way to portray “photographic 
distance” and “filmic experience” not in the stillness of the photograph but 
in the moving picture of the film. More than the hand of the director wield-
ed by the auteurs of the French New Wave,81 Iñárritu, the reformed ad man, 
stakes a claim to New Mexican Cinema by inscribing himself as a figure in 
his own filmic landscape as, el Chivo, the failed gun toting, machete wielding 
revolutionary who gathers, cuts, and shoots. But while Iñárritu shoots with 
a camera, el Chivo shoots with a gun. In fact, through el Chivo, Iñárritu not 
only implants a self-reflexive critique of the director as a kind of hired hitman, 
but a scapegoat, a chivo expiatorio that answers for failure at the scene of the 
political-aesthetic crash. Where the director answers to the demands of audi-
ences and studio executives, el Chivo responds to the guilt of abandoning his 
family by giving in to the goading of the corrupt cop, Leonardo, to put out a 
“hit.” And it’s in producing the discrepancy between these two hitmen—el 
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Chivo’s violence to the world, a destructive act, against the director’s violence 
to the medium, an aesthetically generative one—that Iñárritu reinstates the 
line between his filmic landscape and the world’s highway. In fact, it’s precisely 
in adulterating the film that Iñárritu turns records on film into the story of art. 
When el Chivo shoots through glass it shatters just as it does in the world. But 
when Iñárritu shoots through the glass, the fragments of the world cohere as 
art.

The figure who lives apart from the world silently watching for most of 
the film, not only serves as a kind of audience or viewer but director, Iñárritu’s 
metaphoric doppelgänger. Of course, if art is the world’s other, the director’s 
insertion of himself into his own film demands a kind of inversion. Thus, Iñár-
ritu’s double is not someone who makes art but a revolutionary who fails to 
“compose the world,” a “grotesque” machete wielding “Karl Marx” who stands 
out “as anachronistic and exhausted”82 in the Mexico City of the late 1990s as 
capitalism’s neoliberal exemplar.  

El Chivo, then, a kind of filmic pícaro83 of the 1968 moment, wanders the 
landscape at the dawn of the millennium, long after the end of the Left and 
the end of art. Iñárritú’s messianic messenger not only redescribes the failure of 
politics as the failure of art, as Eugenio Di Stefano aptly asserts, but he makes 
that failure literal.84 Certainly by positioning el Chivo in front of the Heraldo85  
newspaper stand with the sign pointed directly to his head at the scene of the 
crash, Iñárritu explicitly marks the character as a kind messenger. But it’s not 
as the “messenger of justice and guardian of historical memory,”86 as Michael 
Abeyta argues, since it’s precisely via violence, as a contract killer who disrupts 
and discomposes the world, that he operates. In fact, we first see the sign next 
to el Chivo only moments before he carries out a hit—composing the world 
by discomposing it— shooting his mark through glass. The hitman’s revolu-
tionary mode is one made purposeless according to capitalism’s impersonalism, 
reenacting its violence as nothing more than violence as such. And, as we’ll see, 
it’s by committing the same error, attempting to “compose the world,” that el 
Chivo is reduced to returning to the world by crudely pasting himself into it 
after the fact.

A hypostasized art-made-life, Iñárritu’s angel of death and harbinger of 
art, then, lives in a world apart. We first encounter el Chivo at the outskirts 
of the city picking through trash, a figure amidst a landscape. With his cart 
of refuse and pack of dogs, the professor turned “pepenadero”87 stands sifting 
through trash along the side of the highway. Much like the film’s opening, here 
Iñárritu calls attention to the view only to obscure it. Deploying the camera 
to shift between alternating views that cut back and forth between close-up, 
medium, and the wide shots, Iñárritu cuts up our view of the scene, splicing the 
portrait with the landscape. 

On one hand, the impersonality of the wide shot filmed with a handheld 
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camera invokes a documentary style that records the real conditions of the city, 
a teporocho88 sifting through trash in front of an expanse of crowded dwellings 
on a hill. The wide and long shots, as art scholar Peter Galassi has noted, allow 
the photographer or filmmaker to call forth “details too small, too incidental, 
or too overwhelming in their inexhaustible specificity to have been noticed, let 
alone pondered at the moment of exposure.”89 They produce, as Fried points 
out in holding Andreas Gursky’s photographs as exemplar, an image where the 
“subject is undramatic, even non-descript.”90 Thus, Iñárritu introduces el Chivo 
with an impersonality that resists identification, by presumably documenting 
him as part of the city’s urban landscape. But on the other hand, this figure, 
who stands in front of the city, interrupts the landscape and our impulse to 
identify with what’s being documented, in a parallel with what Gursky dis-
covers in his photographic landscape Klausenpass (1984).91 It’s in this sense 
that el Chivo’s presence becomes a way to disrupt any documentary impulse, 
transforming the moment from documentary to something closer to Jeff Wall’s 
“near documentary.” Iñárritu’s shift to close-up and medium shots—portraits 
that might prompt the viewer to identify or empathize with the unknown fig-
ure and his conditions—are likewise interrupted by el Chivo’s absorption and 
the speeding cars. 

The hitman’s position between the landscape and the highway interrupting 
our view of his body and his face absorbed in picking trash refuses our identifi-
cation. In shifting between alternating views, Iñárritu negates “very possibility 
of reciprocity” declaring not only the antitheatricality of the picture, but its 
“autonomy and self-sufficiency.”92 Here the three overlapping movements—
the unsteadiness of the handheld camera, the irregular movements of el Chi-
vo’s body, and the speeding cars—produce a constantly shifting view made 
up of competing forces and bodies. Like the film’s opening, the competing 
movements produce a kind of internal montage. In fact, the three layers—the 
static landscape, the figure of el Chivo, and the speeding cars—become a way 
not only to make montage internal but flat. Horizontally splicing the image of 
el Chivo and the landscape, the moving cars in the foreground stretch across 
the screen like frozen streaks of red, yellow, green, and grey, something that 
looks as if it’s layered across the surface of the screen like paint. Thus, the roving 
pícaro turned director—invoked by the presence of the squeaking red cart and 
the antennae—like the landscape that introduces him wanders the film like an 
impersonal force making the film’s materiality meaningful.

It makes sense then, that el Chivo, who quite literally embodies both the 
end of the Left and the end of art, emerges picking through the detritus of a 
particular kind of landscape—the highway. On one hand, el Chivo presents as 
the physical manifestation of a political end: Sánchez-Prado’s reading of him 
as a worn-out post-Left “Karl Marx” revolutionary for hire who maintains his 
anti-market principles by subsisting on trash.93 But on the other hand, with 
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“the serious expression of his sad eyes and noble face framed by the silver 
gray of his wispy hair and thick beard, herding his flock of dogs,” as Pellicer 
observes, he looks like “a figure reminiscent of painter Francisco Goitia’s un-
mistakable biblical reflections.”94 Certainly, our introduction to el Chivo points 
to one of the artist’s landscapes, Old Man Seated on A Trash Heap (El viejo 
en el muladar, 1926), where Goitia, paints himself as a shepherd atop a heap 
of trash. In fact, Goitia— portraitist, muralist, still life painter, and teacher 
to Diego Rivera and whose work influenced Mexico’s most renowned mural-
ists95—is known for inserting himself into his own work, particularly his land-
scapes. Iñárritu cultivates a resemblance between el Chivo and Goitia, however, 
not merely to set the tone for the gravity of the character, as Pellicer contends. 
Rather, Iñárritu crafts el Chivo as the obvious doppelgänger of the Mexican 
muralist, I argue, to mark the director’s own inscription into the film and into 
the history of art.  

So, the accident at the center of Amores perros is not just the crash uniting 
the three triptychs, but the crash of three mediums. At the end of art, painting, 
like film and photography are all ailing from what Fried calls “the expression of 
a general and pervasive condition” characterizing those arts: literalism.96 Where 
for much of its history a medium like painting was grounded in producing 
illusion, as it approached the condition of flatness and its literalist death in the 
late sixties, ambitious painting like abstract expressionism would increasingly 
shift to an emphasis on causality and indexicality, qualities already intrinsic 
to photography and film. Thus, artists like Jackson Pollock and Morris Louis 
(revoking drawing or painting) emphasized the literal qualities of materials on 
canvases that came to look less like paintings and more like what Fried calls 
“the manifestation of natural forces.”97 While inherently separate, it’s in film, 
I argue, that the problems raised by literalist painting and photography, an 
innately literalist art, conceptually meet in the middle. Pollock’s stick “dripping 
fluid paint” and Louis’s mobilization of paint’s gravity in the unfurleds rely on 
forces and movement, which are qualities already intrinsic to film. I assert that 
these paintings find a counterpart in cinema. 

In producing paint as the imprint of consecutive movements, painting 
finds a way to do what film had already done. Pollock’s asserts that in his paint-
ings he doesn’t “use the accident” because he follows “a general notion of what 
[he is] about” and knows just “what the results will be” because he can “control 
the flow of the paint.”98 This statement is as true for painting as it is for film. 
Iñárritu’s narrative, as many have pointed out, doesn’t rely on chronological 
temporality—beginning, middle, and end—but rather, like modernist art, on 
the structure of the movement that syntactically acts as a mechanics of its own 
meaning, or as a kind of “meaningfulness as such.”99 Where for Louis liberating 
the blank canvas from objecthood meant regaining a pictorially meaningful 
illusion of flatness, for Iñárritu, liberating film from the record means turning 
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recording and duration into signifying movement. So, what in Amores perros 
looks like the refusal of film—pushing movement to its literal limits, a record 
of movement that registers on the screen as stasis—is an insistence on the me-
dium. Indeed, for Iñárritu like Pollock and Louis, it’s the “will or impulse . . . to 
make one’s mark, to take possession in characteristic ways, of a plane surface” 
that is meaningful.100

 Film’s literalism, like the body’s, operates according to what Fried calls “the 
manifestation of natural forces,”101 Fried points out that these kinds of forces 
are present in everything we do but that—like the modifications to Louis’s 
painting practice in response to an undesired blending in the adjacent lines of 
his early paintings—it is possible to “[find] the means” to “prevent those [nat-
ural forces]” from neutralizing the “will or impulse . . . to make one’s mark.”102 
Along these lines, Iñárritu not only finds a way to turn the car crash, an em-
bodiment of physics, into a compositional element by reusing and recomposing 
it in serial, but by making the processes of actors’ physical bodies meaningful. 
“The camera” not only “breathes with the actors,” as Iñárritu attests, it breathes 
with the film.103 Like Morris Louis’s drips, Iñárritu’s quivering handheld cam-
era throughout guarantees that every stretch of film is marked not only by the 
director, but by the impersonality of his body. The presence of Iñárritu’s camera 
reminds us of his constant presence just as the relentless movement reminds us 
that we’re watching a film. The handheld camera, something typically used in 
documentary, becomes a way to aesthetically mark the film elevating the in-si-
tu footage of Mexico City from an urban landscape into a portrait of the world 
or what we simply might call the impersonality of capitalism, the intersection 
of politics and art. 

Nowhere are Iñárritu’s efforts to stage the clash of mediums more visible 
than in el Chivo’s compound during a negotiation involving a businessman 
who wants to kill his half-brother (the private industry), the liaison Coman-
dante Leonardo (the state backed industry), and el Chivo (the director). The 
scene takes place in front of a deposed painting next to three carefully arranged 
lampshades, a set of purposefully stacked books, and a folded cloth, set atop 
an old consul television opposite a stack of newspapers. At the center of the 
still life, quite literally, is “naturaleza muerta” or “dead nature:” a wooden beam. 
These items along with the bright colored stucco texture of the wall mimic 
the still life painting made part of the composition. The room, marked as an 
aesthetic space, is more reminiscent of Jeff wall’s The Destroyed Room (1978) 
than the dwelling of a hobo hitman. We have a chance to contemplate the 
stillness of both the painting and the film as the three participants walk past 
the arrangement into the room slowed down by el Chivo’s effort to pass out 
the sandwiches brought for his dogs. In a certain sense, the shot highlights 
the realness of what we’re watching in that it’s happening in real time. But 
at the same time, the insistence on our looking at the movement of bodies in 
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contrast with the foregrounded stillness of the wall and the objects calls up the 
mediums of painting and photography. And as el Chivo attempts to refuse the 
hit (although he eventually takes it) justifying his reasons to the comandante, 
he, once again, directs us to look at the deposed painting and the stillness that 
seems to intersect with his head: “The garbage provides, Leonardo, it looks 
good on me, look.”104

The relations between the real and the staged are most prominent in the 
interior of el Chivo’s compound. Like el Chivo himself, the space becomes a 
way to mark the film. We watch the hitman in his atelier: a trash filled com-
pound absorbed in his plans and mourning his loss. The former revolutionary 
who failed “to compose the world” lives surrounded by the chaos of its index-
ical decomposition. The islands of trash, stacks of old newspapers and milk 
cartons—with traces of their former meanings vaguely inscribed on them—
interrupt our view of the space. They are records both in and of themselves 
and records of his former hits. Newspapers and the piles of washed-out milk 
containers stand in the for the passage of time, the accumulation of his daily 
ritual of milk and rum. Like the photograph, these indexical records are the 
passage of time made static. Certainly, the close-up on the bottom of his cup, 
“Tupperware,” like the piles of used containers conjures a moment frozen in 
time, marking the cup and the hitman as two failed 1960s revolutionary relics.

El Chivo’s discomposed world is an indexical one. He’s not only surround-
ed by traces of the world, but drowning in records and facts. Pitting accumu-
lation against composition Iñárritu stages the space with piles of reports and 
data, information as such. The camera highlights this point by lingering on the 
milk container in close-up. As el Chivo pours the milk in real time we see the 
word “milk”105 written in graphic lettering over the picture of a blue and white 
cow, a design that, rhetorically speaking, serves to persuade consumers to buy 
it. What’s more, the real-time recording of el Chivo’s hand supplementing milk 
with rum which lingers on the static box’s “nutritional information”106 allows 
us to read it. The force of the merely rhetorical or the merely factual, however, 
is literally transformed by Iñárritu and el Chivo’s own hand. Here el Chivo / 
Iñárritu’s subtle alteration to the box—marker-drawn eyes to the cow’s face 
along with the marked-out words on the milk’s carton, and what looks like a 
signature—direct us not to the facts, but the scene’s staging.107 In producing 
el Chivo’s composition as adulteration—discomposition—Iñárritu’s highlights 
el Chivo’s failure to compose the world, as an extension of the director’s own 
hand.

Like the papers and their reports reduced to heaps of disconnected facts, 
el Chivo’s murder of the businessman in itself remains meaningless, a fact em-
phasized by the close-up point of view shot over el Chivo’s left shoulder on the 
headline: “Insecurity on the rise / Industrial Murdered Reasons Unknown.”108 
The shot of the story reaffirms the identity of the man “Otto Lieuermann,” a 
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name, as we see later, that appears among the information on the back of one 
of the photographs of the hits brought by Lorenzo: mere facts. Just like the 
photograph in the paper, the photograph of the assassination target looks like a 
headshot with personal data—name, age, and other identifying information—
written on the back.

Most likely a corporate headshot taken for professional purposes, this ge-
nerically unexpressive portrait serves to rhetorically reproduce a flattering im-
age of the subject. And for el Chivo, who studies the photograph to identify 
the target, the images and the personal data on the back are equivalents. In 
the most literal sense, they are marks. But while the photo of the hit is a waist 
up medium shot, the same photo held in el Chivo’s hands is a close-up that 
disproportionately fills the screen. The discrepancy between the actual pho-
tograph and the one filmed by Iñárritu calls attention to the film’s frame and 
the presence of a camera. The momentary wide shot and the close-up shot 
of el Chivo’s absorbed looking contrast with the camera’s shift to an extreme 
close-up on el Chivo’s hands holding the photograph that follows them. The 
close-up obscures the view. To put it simply, the photograph displaces the view 
for the shot. And in lining up the hand of the hitman, the hit, and his own 
camera, Iñárritu shows the viewer that it’s his shot all the way down. And if 
this near point of view shot might call us to identify with the perspective of the 
character, to occupy his place, el Chivo’s partial silhouette, the dirty hands and 
nails holding the expressionless photograph, and the dirty deed behind the act 
guarantee that we don’t. Indeed, the image, which once again approaches the 
screen, insists on the fact that there is no space for the viewer. In acting as the 
film’s internal director and audience, el Chivo displaces the audience.109

A literal head shot, here an over the shoulder close-up, the silhouette of 
el Chivo’s head shapes the interior of the frame. Unlike the shot that precedes 
it—a room with a man absorbed in a task—this close-up which restricts our 
view directs us to consider the still objects against invisible forces, a photo-
graph against the subtle movements of the handheld camera. Likewise, replac-
ing dialogue with silence and human interaction with a photograph displaces 
the character’s situation for a quiet contemplation that emphasizes relations: 
two dirty seemingly detached hands holding a photo at the center of the mise-
en-scène. Like the director’s, el Chivo’s hand is a privileged site of meaning. In 
the absence of dialogue and a view of el Chivo’s face, with only the coldness of 
the photo, the viewer is tasked to ponder the meaning of the shot through its 
relations.

Of course, on the most basic level, here and in the film more generally, 
photographs serve to emphasize the relationship between the mediums. Yet, 
the photograph’s centrality convokes film’s shared qualities with its sister me-
dium as much as its differences. Certainly, photographs as static frames in and 
of themselves interrupt film’s ongoingness. But if on one hand, blowing up the 
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static photograph to a disproportionately screen-sized ratio seems to interrupt 
the moving picture emphasizing its onceness over the film’s, on the other, the 
shakiness of Iñárritu’s camera insists on the fact that this onceness belongs not 
to photography—the meaningless headshot—but to film. And indeed, we see 
this gesture amplified later in the film when el Chivo pores over the photo 
album of his own past. Like the highway at the film’s beginning, the photo-
graphs are blown-up to fill the entirety of the screen producing the illusion that 
the film and the photograph are one, and, once again, repeating the gesture 
of summoning the film’s frame. And while this gesture seemingly erases any 
discrepancy between the still and the moving image by reduplicating the finite 
quality of the photograph, the shakiness of the camera against the stillness of 
the photo hammers home the fact that the onceness here belongs to the film 
not the photo. So, el Chivo’s looking which stands in as Iñárritu’s not only di-
rects the viewer to linger on the composition of the mise-en-scène but on the 
internal arrangement of the film.

Indeed, it’s through the hitman who seeks to edit or re-right the world that 
Iñárritu, the self-described “executioner” likewise seeks to “rewrite” its “raw 
material” since, according to the director, it’s in composing the record that the 
“real process, the one that really reveals the film” takes place.110 As Iñárritu puts 
it, in “editing” not only can “you kill anything,” destroying the dependence on 
the record of what’s been recorded, but you can reveal “the poetry of a film . . . 
created.”111 Hence, I argue that it’s el Chivo’s confessional scene that comprises 
a conceptual master shot that positions Amores perros in relation to photogra-
phy and, by extension, art’s own history. It is the logic of this master shot that 
arguably launches a New Mexican Cinema.112 Unlike a typical master shot 
which hinges on the drama and interaction of characters in the mise-en-scène, 
this one hinges on el Chivo’s / Martín’s relation to things: photographs.

As he tells the untold truth of his estranged daughter’s family history in an 
emotional confession on her answering machine, he discloses his true identity: 
“It’s Martín, your father, your blood / biological father.”113 He shares the frame 
only with his own photograph, which he’s pasted over the image of her stepfa-
ther in a family graduation picture after the fact. The previously cold unkempt 
hitman appears here clean shaven and shorn, nearly unrecognizable behind his 
quivering lips and the tears visibly dripping from his nose as he testifies to his 
regret for abandoning his wife and daughter in a radical attempt to “compose 
the world.” As Eugenio Di Stefano rightly points out, el Chivo’s admission of 
this failure crucially marks how “political failure in Amores perros is conceived 
of as aesthetic failure.”114

Yet, it’s not only the “death” of that political-aesthetic world reflected in el 
Chivo’s words that matters. It is also the particular way those deaths live on in 
the hitman now transformed. This penultimate scene which singularly stands 
out for its sentimentality, and its attachment to the transmission of truth tell-
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ing, blood, and identity—the very ideas fueling the political stance against art 
and against literature in Latin America—that Iñárritu stages the duality of this 
failure and a glimpse of the solution. El Chivo’s problem, leaving his family 
to compose the world, and Martín’s solution, doubling down on identity to 
unite the past and the present to recompose it, I argue, are not a problem and a 
solution, but two different versions of the same problem. The point is not that 
el Chivo failed to “componer el mundo / compose the world” an impulse that 
as Di Stefano (reproducing Yúdice’s words) argues “sought to reunite art, . . . 
aesthetics, and life,” but that doing away with these divisions was always the 
central crux of the problem.115 Indeed, Iñárritu’s “verb choice, ‘componer’ (to 
compose or order),” not only “resonates with the sensibility that underpins his 
dramatis personae: intellectual, father, convict, guerilla, and hired gun” as Jeff 
Menne points out, but with the paratactic impotence they embody.116 So, while 
el Chivo’s fantasy to collage himself back into the life he gave up ultimately 
commits the same error he attempts to atone for—as he trades composing the 
world for recomposing it—it’s precisely in making this failure visible that the 
film succeeds. El Chivo, treating the world as if it were a work of art, compos-
ing and recomposing it, becomes Iñárritu’s radical solution.

It’s precisely for this reason that Iñárritu explicitly marks this scene.117 In 
contrast with the jagged cutting and the marked instability of the handheld 
camera characterizing most of the film, this uninterrupted two-and-a-half-
minute confession—one of the two longest takes in the film—is composed 
of a “single static shot.”118 But what’s striking about the scene, apart from this 
shot’s length and its relative stillness, is what el Chivo shares it with: the frame 
is filled with photographs and not actors. Maru’s room, where the scene takes 
place, is plastered with photographs documenting a life lived without Martín. 
Along with the shots of the answering machine that bookend the confession, 
el Chivo’s altered photograph, placed amid the compressed photographic testi-
mony of Maru’s life, emphasizes the fact that the film we’re watching, is also a 
recording, a record. So, when Martín calls himself a “living ghost,” or a “fantas-
ma que sigue vivo” it’s not only as a past kept alive as memory—the father his 
daughter thinks she’s lost—but as a living ghost made literal, the recorded trac-
es of himself that he leaves behind. The repeated sound of Maru’s voice played 
back as Martín types her number into the phone or the long beep signaling 
the end of his recording punctuates that fact. Certainly, Iñárritu amplifies this 
sense with Maru since it’s only as a recording, a disembodied voice on the 
answering machine, that we ever hear her speak. But, of course, the repetition 
of these traces in el Chivo’s many selves, his photobooth portrait collaged into 
the graduation picture, his voice recorded on the answering machine, and the 
recording on the film itself are all types of traces, all living ghosts.

On one hand the photographs do the narrative work for the film; they 
show a life lived without Martín. El Chivo’s interaction with Maru’s recorded 
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voice and his attempt to paste himself into his daughter’s life highlights their 
separation. (No doubt the content of the melodramatic monologue he delivers 
alongside the photo would fit better in a typical serial melodrama than it does 
here.) But on the other, these things call attention to the film’s materiality 
and Iñárritu’s staging of it. Just as we can see the twitching of his eyes as tears 
well up and the quivering of the actor’s lips, we can see the tiny camera move-
ments from left to right. So, while a quivering Martín momentarily distracts us 
from presence of the camera, the centrality of recording conversely directs us 
to camera’s presence. The bobbing of the handheld camera reminds us of the 
fact that the tears and the photographs, while real are all arranged according to 
a common purpose, Iñárritu’s. Even the photographs—the objects in the mise-
en-scène emphasizing the film’s quality as “the result of a physical imprint,”119 
the evidence of “the thing having been there”120—are staged. It’s in this sense 
that el Chivo’s recomposed photograph emblematic of the clash of mediums—
the stillness of the film that inches toward the state of photography and the cut 
and pasted photograph that inches toward a kind of painterly collage—points 
to the film’s materiality, a filmic montage made literal. In fact, as Martín places 
the photo into the black empty frame, he reproduces the literal black screen at 
the film’s beginning and it’s middle closing the circle.

In heightening the melodrama of this “encounter with the real,” against 
the index of the smiling photograph pasted in the frame, Iñárritu reminds 
us that while what we’re witnessing in the film is real—this man is without a 
doubt sobbing—the confession itself isn’t. El Chivo’s physical transformation 
leading up to this scene, the close-ups of the hitman cutting his gnarled matted 
hair and grime caked toenails and fingernails, document the reality of the film’s 
own staging. If, as Iñárritu suggests, Amores perros “documented reality,”121 
that reality was always intensely staged. Radicalizing the art photography of 
the late seventies and early eighties, Iñárritu documents a staged reality that 
often stretches beyond the set. So, for instance, while the dogs that follow el 
Chivo are street dogs, they were trained to follow the actor Emilio Echever-
ria for “eight months before shooting began.”122 Part of what allows Amores 
perros to succeed as a film, or, in other words, to succeed as art, is its insistence 
on the inextricability of what’s both real and staged. So, although Amores per-
ros has a documentary look, and surely, in part, it records Mexico’s conditions 
since it’s filmed on location and the places are real, the elaborate staging of the 
film ensures that it isn’t. Making the inextricability of what’s real and what’s 
not visible Amores perros turns the act of documenting into an aesthetically 
inscribed act.

So, if the real—realized in the record—comes to embody a stance against 
art, particularly in Latin America, for New Mexican Cinema, film’s ability to 
mobilize that record becomes the way to insist on being art. In turning to 
the literal possibilities of the medium, Iñárritu reanimates film’s potential to 
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mobilize what Jeff Wall calls “photography’s two reigning myths—one that 
claims that photographs are ‘true’ and the second “that claims they are not.”123 
In pitting film’s situation in the world—its indexicality, as a record produced 
by a camera—against film’s meaning as a world— its composition, as a work 
of art arranged by the director— Iñárritu finds a way not only to reinscribe 
film in a space of autonomous aesthetic commitment but, like photography, 
activates the medium to galvanize the line between art’s history and its fu-
ture. And indeed, it’s el Chivo, along with his counterpart “Cofi” rechristened 
“Negro / Black,” two names associated with the real who are sent to wander 
a barren landscape at the film’s end. In reinventing Cofi as “Negro” (Iñárritu’s 
nickname and a synonym for cinematographer Rodrigo Prieto’s surname124),  el 
Chivo / Martín not only announces the director / cinematographer as a kind 
of literal shadow, but as Juan Pellicer observes, puts “the author’s signature on 
the film.”125 And as the two walk off side by side into a bleak horizon, Iñárri-
tu, like a twenty-first-century Courbet,126 leaves his mark on cinema’s barren 
landscape. 

Even if the endlessness of Smith’s highway, which reduced art to “postage 
stamps”127 on the side of the road, meant the end of art and the end of the pic-
ture, Iñárritu, director turned pepenadero, gathers and arranges that litter on a 
competing highway to remind us that “the trash provides.” Iñárritu’s framing of 
pictures made larger than life finds a way to eclipse Smith’s endlessness resur-
recting art through cinema’s claim to the picture. If the world is a dog fight and 
nothing but the capitalist mantra of dog eat dog, then art would be nothing 
but a vehicle for our affective experiences. By the accident of a crash, Iñárritu 
composes a crash of mediums, which, though bleeding and all cut up when it’s 
patched back together, becomes the biggest dog in the fight: art’s a bitch.
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